We analyze the optical response of a standing-wave driven fourlevel atomic system with double dark resonances. Fully developed double photonic band gaps arise as a result of periodically modulated refractive index within the two electromagnetically induced transparency widows. We anticipate that the dynamically induced band gaps can be used to coherently control the propagation of light-pulses with different center frequencies and may have applications in all-optical switching and routing for quantum information networks. 
Introduction
The phenomenon of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1, 2] , which based on the laser induced atomic coherence, plays an important role in the interaction between light and matter and has found numerous applications in light propagation control [3, 4] , light storage [5] , enhancement of nonlinearity at low light levels [6] , etc. The usual EIT-scheme is threelevel Λ system driven by a strong traveling-wave (TW) coupling field. Yet, when the coupling field has a standing-wave (SW) pattern, the optical response of the probe is modulated periodically in the space. This has been explored to obtain photonic band gap (PBG) [7] [8] [9] , to generate stationary light pulse [10] , to enhance optical nonlinearity [11] , to realize deterministic quantum logic [12] , and to devise optical cavity [13] , etc. Most recently, multiple PBGs are obtained in some systems, such as photonic-crystal fibers [14] and multistanding-wave driven atoms [15] .
It is well know that basis of EIT is the existence of dark resonance. As the single dark state is coherently coupled to another level by a control field, double dark resonances arise and the atom exhibits two EIT windows [16, 17] . The interferences between the dark resonances allow us to well manipulate the optical responses of atoms [18] [19] [20] . Inspired by these studies, we here demonstrate a coherent control of light-pulse propagation via induced double PBGs in a SW driven double-dark-resonance system. Due to the spatial modulation of probe refractive index, a pair of PBGs open up in the two EIT regions and can be tuned dynamically. The double-dark-resonance scheme has more degree of freedom in manipulating light-pulse than the single-dark-resonance scheme with only one PBG.
Theoretical model
Consider the four-level system in cold 87 Rb atoms shown in Fig. 1 experiments, the coupling and probe fields are circularly polarized with right and left helicities, and propagate along the z axis defined by a static magnetic field, while the control field is linearly polarized with polarization direction close to the z axis. To deal with the optical properties of such a SW driven system, we start with its steady response. By solving the density-matrix equations under weak field approximation, the linear susceptibility p χ and the refractive index p n experienced by the probe are derived as Unlike in typical double-dark-resonance system where a TW coupling field is used, the coupling here has a SW pattern which generated from the retroreflection on a mirror of reflectivity m R . Then the resulting squared coupling Rabi frequency varies periodically along z as 
we further obtain the 2 2 × unimodular transfer matrix ( ) p M ∆ describing the probe propagation through a single period of length a . The translational invariance of the periodic medium requires that the Bloch condition must be imposed on the photonic eigenstates, i.e
where E + and E − are the amplitudes of the forward and backward electric field of the probe. [7] . For a sample of length l Na = with N being the number of the SW periods, the total transfer matrix can be expressed as
, and the reflection and transmission amplitudes for the probe are given by (12) 12 (22) 22 
Numerical results
As pointed out by Lukin et al. [16] , the coherent interaction between the single dark state and the control field d Ω leads to the emergence of double dark resonances at the frequencies
, which indicate two distinct EIT windows for the probe. In the present scheme, as a result of the SW coupling field, the probe absorption and dispersion are modified along z axis with the same periodicity as the SW. Therefore, the probe field propagates as in a one-dimensional multilayer periodic structure which has two transparent regions determined by the double EIT. Consequently, double PBGs are expected to occur at Brillouin zone boundary a π . Figure 2 shows the PBGs structure in terms of the Bloch wave vector and the reflection and transmission spectra. First of all, it is worth mentioning that an imperfect SW coupling with unequal forward and backward components is applied so that double EIT are established everywhere, even at nodes of the SW. Therefore, the probe experiences no absorption and the band gaps can be well developed. We here define a parameter ), the probe pulse transmits subluminally through the atoms with a large time delay [ Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(d) ]. The loss and broadening of the pulse is owing to the narrow transmission and group-velocity dispersion.
The double PBGs scheme is more appealing than the single PBG scheme in real applications, because it can synchronously manipulate two weak light signals with distinct frequencies. For two pulses, by turning on the SW (double PBGs) or the TW (double EIT windows) coupling, we can either let them be reflected or be transmitted with little attenuation and deformation. This can be applied to all-optical switching or routing with two channels.
